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NEW QUESTION: 1
Joe Finn is a highly paid corporate executive who will retire
in two years. Over 25 years ago, Finn invested in a portfolio
of growth stocks that has performed quite well. Finn has asked
his financialadviser to consider switching from stocks to
high-yielding bonds. The investment issue of greatest concern
in implementing this strategy will be the client's:
A. liquidity needs.
B. time horizon
C. tax considerations
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:

Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have an Azure subscription that contains 300 Azure virtual
machines that run Windows Server 2016.
You need to centrally monitor all warning events in the System
logs of the virtual machines.
What should you include in the solutions? To answer, select the
appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Resource to create in Azure: Dependency Agent
The Map feature in Azure Monitor for VMs gets its data from the
Microsoft Dependency agent. The Dependency agent relies on the
Log Analytics agent for its connection to Log Analytics. So
your system must have the Log Analytics agent installed and
configured with the Dependency agent.
Whether you enable Azure Monitor for VMs for a single Azure VM
or you use the at-scale deployment method, use the Azure VM
Dependency agent extension to install the agent as part of the
experience.
In a hybrid environment, you can download and install the
Dependency agent manually. If your VMs are hosted outside
Azure, use an automated deployment method
* Configuration to perform on the virtual machines: Enable
Virtual Machine Scale Set
* To set up Azure Monitor for VMs:
* Enable a single Azure VM or virtual machine scale set by
selecting Insights (preview) directly from the VM or virtual
machine scale set.
* Enable two or more Azure VMs and virtual machine scale sets
by using Azure Policy. This method ensures that on existing and
new VMs and scale sets, the required dependencies are installed
and properly configured. Noncompliant VMs and scale sets are
reported, so you can decide whether to enable them and to
remediate them.
* Enable two or more Azure VMs or virtual machine scale sets
across a specified subscription or resource group by using
PowerShell.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/insights/v
minsights-enable-overview

NEW QUESTION: 3

A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
E. Option
Answer: A

C
E
A
B
D
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Answer: C
Explanation:
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